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Welcome to the Spring edition of Rough
Running News. Thank you to all the
contributors – what an interesting and
talented lot of members we have. This is your
newsletter so if you have any ideas for
features or would like to send through a
contribution please contact me on
vikkicarter77@googlemail.com - the summer
edition is planned for late June.
Well it won’t be long before we can lose the
headtorches on our Thursday night jaunts – I
certainly won’t miss rotating the batteries
through the charger. It will be nice to enjoy
the lovely views, although I have been
enjoying learning about the stars by our wellinformed gang.
Hope you enjoy this edition and happy
running!
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THE LAND OF POD – Things to listen to out on the run
Emila Turif
It is common knowledge that running is the best way to clear your head from the thousands of
thoughts passing through your mind every day. We run when we have a problem to think about and
as the miles pass, our problem gets smaller and smaller or we suddenly come up with 5 different
ways to solve it. We try to run away from those constant “to do” lists, difficult conversations and
deadlines and often all we need to find peace of mind is some silence and a clear path to run on.
Often though, the time spent on the run is the time when we want to catch up with what’s going on
in the world through the medium of podcasts. I do love a good podcast. They can be inspirational,
informative and thought-provoking, and will naturally divert your attention from everyday problems
and help you forget about the distance and effort.
There are thousands of great podcasts out there that cater for all tastes and interests. I wanted to
share my favourites which help me to stay motivated on the trail.

1) Tough Girl Podcast by Sarah Williams – my favourite way to spend an hour on the run.
Every week Sarah will interview an inspiring female adventurer. Kayakers, Mountaineers,
Wild Swimmers, Paddlers, Cyclists, Ultra Runners, Explorers – you name it. Every week while
listening to the next episode and yet another person following their dream I imagine myself
giving up my 9-5 office job, renting our house out, buying a campervan and heading off into
unknown. Just do not mention this to my husband.
2) British Ultrarunning Podcast by James Elson and Dan Lawson – Both James and Dan are
very accomplished ultra-runners (James – silver medal at 2016 GB 24hr race, also a Race
director at Centurion Running and Dan – current record holder for 400km Ultra Trail Gobi)
Their podcasts are very easy to listen to and filled with updates on famous ultra-races, race
preparation and training tips, along with interviews with stars of the ultra-running scene.

3) Talk Ultra by Ian Corless – Ian is a trail running photographer who gets to go to all the most
incredible races in the world and then podcasts about them. It is loved by all the running
geeks out there. Recommended for those interested to find out who came 3rd in Russia’s
Golden Ring Ultra (including per mile splits) and have 3 hours to spare while out on training
for their 100 miler.
4) The Bad Boy Running by Jody Raynsford and David Hellard – The podcast is not really about
bad boys but there is some talk about running. Alternative to those more professional
running podcast out there, this one is more about people who love running and ideally
would love to talk about running so long as there’s a pint or a pub involved – sounds familiar
to TACHers on those Thursday runs? Will not necessary inspire you to enter your first Ultra
but will make you feel good about your dash to the pub after the run.

5) Kermode and Mayo’s Film Review – Not about running. This podcast helps to ensure that
you chose your next movie wisely. After all, you are a dedicated runner squeezing all the
miles you can each day in your busy schedule and do not have time to watch all the rubbish
films out there.
6) Serial by This American Life (Sarah Koenig) – True story crime podcast in series of episodes.
It will have you hooked and you will quickly forget how far you have run or which way is
home. Not recommended for those after dark off-road runs. If you are one of those people
who “must know who did it” and binge on all episodes in one go - you might have just run
your first ultra!

7) Woman’s Hour (BBC Radio 4) – the podcast that offers female perspective on the world. It’s
breadth of subjects amazes me every time I listen. It aims to raise the awareness of the real
issues out there that women still battle against all over the world. Generates anger and
disbelief which can be easily converted into accelerated pace on those longer runs, leaving
you with the feeling of empowerment.

If you have never listened to a podcast so far or you always listen to the same ones I hope you are
inspired to try something different. Let me know how you get on!

RACE REPORTS
Imber 2018
Judith Chubb-Whittle
Why do I write notes on runs after a race and
then not look back on what I wrote when I’m
booking a race?
If I had, I would have remembered how hard
this one is, hard on the feet and hard on the
lungs. 32 miles up & over the Wiltshire
Downs- well, it’s actually 33 but we won’t
argue, however when you want to see a finish
line it’s good to know you’ve got a bit more
work to do. So 32 miles it is, starting on the
outskirts of Westbury, which means only one
thing - within the first 5 minutes you are
running sharply uphill for a good mile or so,
lungs bursting, feet slipping on the fresh
sludge after snow melt. It’s worth the slog and
let’s face it, it’s the only way to get up onto
the Downs to enjoy the supreme views.
This is an Avon Valley Runners race, Richard
the organiser and his team do a grand job of
cheering you on your way. Although only
water and sweets are advertised as being at
the checkpoints, the marshals take it upon
themselves to do a mean pitstop especially
later on in the race when energy reserves are
low, hot & cold drinks and snacks to keep the
spirits up. Imber is one of the races that I
really find I get hungry and my stomach
grumbles away to itself. I often worry about
the marathon virgins on hard races like this,
where there really is only sweets and water
because it’s so easy to get caught out if you
haven’t something proper to eat in your pack.
The route follows the IRPP, Imber Range
Permissive Path through the military ranges
with spectacular views over Wiltshire’s
undulating chalk landscape, large open fields
and characteristic tree clumps on the skyline,
views well into Dorset and if I’m not being too
fanciful I bet you could see the Dorset coast.
The race takes you through Imber usually
closed to the public and past the mock East

German town, which is Cold War target
practice.
I’ve attempted this race 3 times. The first
time I did it in Inov8s and the mix of hard tank
track, road and hard paths (there had been
prolonged frosts that year) made my feet
really hurt. At least I remembered that this
year, I wore my Saucony peregrines [Trail
shoes]. Richard does say you can wear road
shoes but there are long sections of muddy
rutted paths and far too many slick chalky hills
that require off road shoes of some kind to
wear road shoes. For anyone who has run on
the Plains you’ll know how exposed it is and
the race being in early March means the
weather can throw virtually anything at you.

The second year I attempted it, it was hot to
start with and then rained later. You’ll have
noticed I used the word ‘attempted’, I actually
crashed and burned that year, I just had no
bounce in my bungee by 8 miles and pulling
another 24 miles out of the bag wasn’t going
to happen despite doing a good mile per
minute pace. This is where I find running
psychology really interesting because if it had
been marathon distance I would have kept
going. I remember having that argument with
myself on a 26miler and just kept going. The
question is, you’re going to feel sh*t at some
point in every race, it’s just can you get over it
today?

This year I hadn’t done a marathon since the
Green Goddess so I decided to sit near to the
back of the pack and see how things panned
out. Things panned out surprisingly well,
trundling on passing more and more people
as time went on, finding the hills and weather
manageable, generally enjoying myself
ignoring my aches and pains, keeping my
stomach busy on the odd snatch of food.
Those places in the race that hurt on previous
times didn’t. As I descended the final hill I
passed the cannicross girl who had passed me
several times and expected she would again
with her sleek looking Labrador – that breed
are excellent on hills in either direction! But
she didn’t pass me to my surprise. The town
Cryer who rings/sees the runners out & back
in started to ring his bell as I approached the
final corner. Thank * for that, I thought, the
finish at last. Beaming all over my face with
relief I noticed that if I was quick I’d catch the
just departing minibus back to the car park.
Having received my lovely Imber mug [worth
the slog] I was just getting into the bus feeling
smug to have caught it, when Richard came
running up
“Don’t go Judith, you’ve won the FVet 50
trophy!” Well, knock me down with a feather!
Me? Really? Seriously?

The Big Cheese
By Vikki Carter
15 miles across the Mendips
Is it possible to start and end at the same
place and yet do more uphill - like an Escher
puzzle? Hosted by Cheddar Running Club, this
is a very welcoming and well organised race. It
also had a large TACH contingent – good to
see a mob of us at the registration.
However, the race is not billed as merciless
without reason, not least because of the
2,000ft of ascent. The start is a two-mile uphill

on a fairly narrow path so any competitive
bods (not me) would want to be near the
front.
You then weave your way through
Rowberrow Warren, what a lovely spot that is
(a wonderful place for a race so get your entry
in for the new TACH Rowberrow Romp). The
route then heads out up to Black Down where
you then have a sharp downhill out towards
Burrington Combe. The inevitable happens
and you must head back uphill to reach
Beacon Batch. At the top of Beacon Batch we
were greeted by Marshalls wearing tuxedos –
a welcome distraction!
The path up by the satellite tower was
interesting, consisting of picking your way
through the drifted snow with the occasional
foot plunge into a freezing puddle of snow
melt – useful if you have an inflamed ankle.
Off then through the lovely Velvet Bottom
and the helpful cheers (jeers?) of the Scouts/
DofE type groups collected there.
A much-needed banana was taken at the final
water station before the last big uphill.
The finish is a long gentle downhill on the
West Mendip Way back into Cheddar with a
short stretch of road to the primary school for
a lovely bit of cake and a nice young chap
handing round the medals.
A tough
race, but a
lovely route!

TRAILS IN MOTION
Neil Tague
I wasn’t really sure what to expect from Trails
in Motion 6, having not seen a single second
of Trails in Motion volumes 1 through 5.
Something that would inspire someone who
pulled out of running the Big Cheese two
weeks previously due to a “lack of match
fitness” to get off his backside and start
putting in some hard miles, probably.
That’s what happened, anyway. With the
Greenbank in Easton once again playing host
to a sizeable crowd of TACH members, the
evening was split into two sessions of about
an hour each. Some of the films are only four
to five minutes long, some getting on for half
an hour.
Several of the films are very obviously
inspirational in their aim, and certainly hit the
mark – Best Foot Forward for example, the
story of how Michael Milton, Australia’s most
successful Paralympian, took on the Ultra Trail
Australia 50km race. See also the tale of Adam
Campbell’s comeback.
But there’s inspiration to be found too in
stories such as Dean Leslie’s The Musician,
which looks at how Ben Gibbard, frontman of
American alt-rock band Death Cab for Cutie,
took a trail runner he’d befriended on tour as
his ‘trail co-ordinator’ – it brought to mind the
way snooker player Ronnie O’Sullivan has
talked about running as his escape from the
spotlight and improving his mental state.
As Gibbard freely admits, the world of rock is
awash with ego, but “having my ass handed
to me on the trails is a good way of dealing

with that – it’s hard to have ego when you’re
throwing up by the trail”. This world isn’t all
about race wins and record-breaking times, is
it?
Other highlights included Qamaniq, where
three 20-smething Canadian women set out
to discover their own boundaries in a huge,
harsh landscape. They covered 100km in
three days in the Kuururjuaq National Park,
along Mont d’Iberville and crossing the Koroc
River. They seemed to suffer alright, but to be
having the most incredible time, bonding
hugely and quite clearly doing something they
would cherish forever.
Changing Course was a highlight, where Claire
Gallagher talked about moving away from her
apparent destiny of medical school to run –
her race diet seemed to consist purely of
absolute junk, which a few of us perked up at.
My favourite film was Euphoria, filmed deep
in the Manu National Park in the Amazon
rainforest where the lowlands are only
accessible by boat. It’s an adventure race,
with all manner of methods used to help with
river crossings and looks like the craziest five
days it’s possible to experience.
Trails in Motion was started as recently as
2013 as a local project in South Africa, so for it
to be such a global thing already shows
there’s something special about it, and an
appetite to see more and more of these
stories. Even the most adventurous among us
is only going to see a few of the places and
races covered here, so it’s an opportunity to
wonder, and to dream.
Thanks to Jarek and Emila for organising and
hosting this fabulous evening.

Our Favourite Piece of Kit - the Dynamic Outdoor Gadget
Andy and Cathy Fagg
Originally, we were going to write about gaiters, sports watches, or trainers, but then a TACH
colleague lent us her Dynamic Outdoor Gadget or D.O.G for a week and the results have been
outstanding. We have run faster and further than we thought possible, and we are very impressed
by the range of in-built apps including:

•

A robust Alarm with sound and vibration alerts. However, we understand that persistent
user failure to respond to the Alarm may result in inappropriate downloads, usually in
the kitchen. Adjusting the time of the morning alarm is impossible. However, this app
does provide a valuable security function.

•

Kx365. This is so effective that D.O.G owners don’t even ask “Have I done my Kx365
today?” They just do it, usually several times in one day. This app syncs very well with
the …

•

Positive Emotion Transmitter. This comes in two modes: the I-Love-U, which reinforces
D.O.G use by operating every time you interact with the D.O.G device, and the I-LoveOutdoors which amplifies Kx365 effectiveness.

•

Fartlek. The beginner’s version requires an in-app purchase, known as a “lead”. Once
connected to you with a lead the D.O.G offers random stops, starts, varied pacing and
changes of direction. There is also the advanced hands-free version in which the D.O.G
responds to voice commands although this requires considerable training for both user
and the D.O.G.

•

The Networker. The D.O.G will communicate wirelessly with other D.O.Gs, runners,
passing cyclists and local wildlife to provide either high speed fartlek or complete system
failure.

•

Upper Body Workout: D.O.Gs come in different models. Some offer opportunities for
upper body workouts, graded over time as the D.O.G “matures.” Popular options include
lifting over stiles and into baths and sinks. There are also play settings such as ball
throwing and tug-of-war, both requiring in-app purchases. Advanced models, such as
the Spaniel, will convert any activity into play.

•

The Lateral Thinker: the slower Kx365 events (known as WALKS) generate thought, such
as the idea for this article.

D.O.G.s use organic not electronic fuel. Fuel can be purchased as dried or fresh MEAT (Mileage
Extending Activity Thingy). All D.O.Gs have a very sensitive MEAT detector. Some analogue models of
the D.O.G, such as the popular Labrador, still carry a faulty MEAT detector, which confuses all
manner of organic and inorganic matter with MEAT. This can affect the overall performance of the
D.O.G and increase the intensity of upper body workouts for the user.
Other specialist models include The Sheepdog, designed to keep a group of runners together, and
the Greyhound, Lurcher and Whippet which have been known to catch their own MEAT. They can
also generate an income for the user, by using the in-app gambling upgrade. Compact versions, such
as the Jack Russell, might appear to be low-maintenance for the elderly user. However, there was a
design fault with the Jack Russell as it has no off switch and an overactive Alarm function. Some
models even appear in Shakespeare. In A Midsummer Night’s Dream we read:
“Bulldogs are adorable, with faces like toads that have been sat upon”

TACH members contemplating investing in a D.O.G might like to approach Chris Bloor, Judith and
Simon, Bubbles or Rachel for advice on specific models. We would like to thank Rachel especially for
the loan of her D.O.G., a particularly attractive model with a highly effective PET app.
SOME FAVOURITE TACH D.O.Gs

Rachel with Ember, a highly effective Positive Emotion Transmitter

Grace and Vic. Spaniels in
rest mode, courtesy of
Simon and Judith

Chris Bloor with Boris the Labrador

Bubbles with Joey F***in Riot

Editor: It would be remiss of me not to point out that April is
Adopt a Greyhound month. As a two-time owner I know that they
make gentle and affectionate pets, although they may not thank
you for a 20-mile run and would prefer some sofa snoozing time.
Greyhounds are sadly all too often put down without ever
knowing kindness or comfort. Bristol DAWG are a great local
charity with dogs available for adoption – www.dawg.org.uk

PARKLIFE
Emma Bagley
TACH is a special type of running club. We run through the countryside, up hills and along rivers.
Hardly souls, the winter does not stop us. Through rain, snow and hail we continue. Our headtorches lead the way when darkness falls.
As members will know, the club offers two runs, one long and one short every Thursday night. We
pride ourselves on being inclusive, with sheep-dogging to allow everyone to catch-up once in a
while. Our shorter runs start at between 4 to 6 miles. For a newcomer this may seem a little
daunting, if they haven’t been at that distance, nor off-road, or both.
One useful step is to consider doing a parkrun. These runs are an accessible way of building up your
fitness and getting used to running with others around you. Some of them offer flat concrete
offerings, whereas others offer a full-blooded off-road course that mimics a hearty TACH run. All
parkruns attract TACH championship points, so what’s to lose?
Parkruns are free, weekly timed 5km runs. They started in London abut twelve years ago and are
now offered across the UK, as well as in other countries. Trained volunteers run the events, together
with volunteer marshals and timekeepers on the day.
The beauty of parkrun is that you don’t have to commit beforehand to a particular event. You just
wake up on a Saturday morning and decide to join the run at 9am. It’s your choice if you run or walk
the route. In fact, you can give up halfway round if it just feels like too much on the day. Which
means that if you are coming back from injury, you don’t have to feel as though you need to run
until the bitter end. A lot of parkruns are multiple lapped courses, so you are never too far away
from the finish anyhow. So however you approach the 5km distance, you can feel confident that you
can take your progression steadily. You will notice that there is a huge range of abilities from the sub
17 mins hares through to the tail walker at the back. Because of the different abilities, you are
unlikely to be last.
To register for parkrun, put your details into the parkrun website. You will be assigned a unique
barcode, which you print out and take along to your run. At the finish you are given a finisher’s
token. Your barcode and finisher’s token are both zapped by a scanner, and your result is sent by
email or message to you within a couple of hours.
If you are using parkrun as a step-up to a short TACH run, you may well want to compare the type of
courses you may meet with some core TACH criteria: off-road, hills, mud and availability of cake.
Here is a brief outline of what is within an hour or so of Bristol:
Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Eastville
Bristol
3-400
No

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

No, but in park with lake and ducks
Yes, two short and one longer
No
Not really, but local Tesco Café

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Ashton Court
Bristol
350-400
No

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

Half gravel track / half tarmac
Entire course – half up, half down
Likely on the top parts
Not really, but café at house

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Pomphrey Hill
Bristol
250-300
No

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

1/3 off road, 2/3 tarmac
Yes, three short stretches
On the off-road bit
Bacon butty hatch near finish

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Wotton
Wootton-u-edge
50-80
No

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

Proper old school cross-country
Undulations
After rain, sections can be muddy
Not known

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Lydney
Lydney
80-100
Possibly

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

1/2 off road, 1/2 tarmac, woods
Very little undulation
Off-road section is muddy
Not known

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Forest of Dean
Coleford
100-120
No

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

Off-road forest tracks
Some undulations
Liable to mud and quagmire
Not known

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Chippenham
Chippenham
150-200
No

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

1/2 off road, 1/2 tarmac
Two very short stretches
Off road section can be quagmire
Free cake known, tea room nearby

Parkrun
Nearest town
Size of field
PB course?

Chipping Sodbury
Chipping Sodbury
3-400
Yes

Off road?
Hills?
Mud?
Cake?

1/2 gravel track, 1/2 tarmac
No
Not much
Free cake known, teas at clubhouse

IN THE BAG With Judith Chubb-Whittle
Thanks Judith for letting us have a nosey at what you pack for an ultra, just an ordinary day for you….

Clockwise:
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

Gloves, buff—just in case it gets cold or if it rains and I only have a windproof, I can survive if
my neck and hands are ok.
Liquid! Usually lime cordial with pine & larch drops [Ivan calls this CNS—Crystals & Sh*t]
M&S Fizzy pigtails, some chocolate in waterproof bags, salted almonds are good too. I find it
really difficult to decide what I’m really going to want. I don’t ever use gels because they are
just too processed and don’t keep my stomach busy.
Phone, oh I forgot to add the ‘track my bitch up’ - a dog tracker I carry so Simon can keep
tabs on how far away I am so he can meet me with a cuppa, very nice. On a long run,
something to warm your tummy is lovely.
More snacks, that tend to live in my bag. These are the emergency items for me or someone
else if they are struggling. Can recommend Kendal Mint Cake for a huge boost and finishing a
race with better breath!
Foil blanket—you never know …
Reading glasses—sad fact of life and there’ll be maps to read if I get lost.
Money, spare battery and just one naughty Naproxen for that run too far.

REVIEW: RUNNING BEYOND: Epic ultra, trail and skyrunning races (Ian
Corless)
Neil Tague
I don’t know about you, but whenever I get
given a book token, I like to buy something
special with it. Admittedly these days it’s
more common to receive Amazon or
Waterstone’s voucher than the old school
paper versions, but even so it’s nice if for
instance, someone’s given you £25 to spend,
to get something that looks and feels great,
rather than three disposable paperbacks or a
DVD of a flavour of the month TV show you’ll
forget within a year.
Handily enough, Ian Corless’ Running Beyond
is priced exactly at £25. It’s a coffee table
book in essence, roughly the same height as
A4 but an inch or so wider, and as you might
expect it’s chockful of glorious colour images
of spectacular races from across the world.
However, it’s much more than that. There are 35 races profiled in the book, and for each there are a
few hundred words giving you the background of the race – its origins, why it’s special, previous
winners, notable achievements, special points of interest – along with several pictures, offering up a
nice mix of stunning scenery and pain-ravaged faces.
There’s also a fact file for each race, giving you distance, terrain, total height gain, fastest time,
highest point en route, along with a graph of where the height comes, and a rough map of the route.
The UK is fairly well represented, with the Dragon’s Back, the Lakeland 50 and 100, Glencoe Skyline
and Mourne Skyline MTR included. About two thirds of the races included are in Europe.
So it’s a useful reference tool, and it might provide a nudge when you’re idly searching for
inspiration as to
where your next
challenge might
take you. Of
course, you can
get all the info
you need on any
of the races
online – and you
probably should,
given that details
change by the
year and so on –
but it’s nice to

have this to hand as well, mostly because the tactile element gives you something extra, something
hard to define – this book is printed on beautiful stock, making the pictures come alive.
And there are some great images. My favourites include a sweeping aerial shot of the Dolomites
Skyrace, the runners tiny dots among that epic lunar setting; a panoramic shot featuring Lizzie
Wraith climbing onto the Crib Goch ridge in the Dragon’s Back; and Emelie Forsberg taking on the
vertical kilometre at Run the Rut in Montana, where it feels like you can see for about 100 miles into
the background.
There are some great shots of runners tackling via ferrata and skidding along ice in the Trofeo Kima,
but maybe I’ve just got a thing about Italy.
So anyway, if you’re still of a mind to buy physical books rather than download things to a Kindle or
some such monstrosity, I’d heartily recommend this.

THIS IS THE KIT - TACH GEAR UPDATE
The stores are having a clear out so there is a half-price sale on all current stock of technical kit but
this has seen strong sales, so many sizes are now no longer available. These items/sizes are still
available - if you would like to buy anything please e-mail me at kit@tach.org.uk. Payment can be by
cash to me, or by bank transfer to TACH (details provided on request).
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Short sleeve and long sleeve tops

Hoodies
Several people have ordered hoodies recently – the latest design is
shown in the picture. Hoodies can be ordered in small numbers as
and when someone wants one. The current supplier offers a zip style
(cost £22) and a pullover style (cost £21). The size chart and range of
colours available for each option can be viewed at the following
links:
https://personalised.clothing/product/cottonridge-w72-hoodie
https://personalised.clothing/product/cottonridgew88-zip-hoodie

Buffs
Lots of people have asked for TACH branded buffs, and these have now been ordered in three
different designs. They are due to arrive mid-April and will cost £5 each.

New technical kit
I will need to order some new stock before long. If anyone has any suggestions or requests regarding
the technical kit, please let me know and I will see if these can be accommodated.
Happy trails!
Michelle.

SWEET, SWEET TREATS
Inspired by some of the athletes on the Trails
in Motion films, this edition’s recipe section
features some tasty treats – hopefully slightly
more sophisticated than eating a tub of
frosting.
Chocolate Biscuit Cake
125g plain chocolate
1tbsp golden syrup
125g butter
125g digestive biscuits, broken up
25g raisons
25g glace cherries, halved
50g toasted, flaked almonds
Grease a loose-based 18ch flan tin.
Melt chocolate in a bowl over a pan of
simmering water, add syrup and butter until it
has all melted and allow to cool slightly.
Mix biscuits, fruit and almonds into the
chocolate mixture. Turn mixture into the tin
and level off.
Refrigerate for at least an hour before cutting
up into squares of deliciousness.

1) Preheat the oven to 180C/Gas mark 4.
Butter and flour a 30 by 45 by 4cm sheet pan.
2) Melt together the butter, 450g of the
chocolate chips and the unsweetened
chocolate in a medium bowl over simmering
water. Allow to cool slightly.
3) In a large bowl, stir (do not beat) together
the eggs, coffee granules, vanilla and sugar.
Stir the warm chocolate mixture into the egg
mixture and allow to cool to room
temperature.
4) In a medium bowl, sift together 150g of the
flour, the baking powder and salt. Add to the
cooled chocolate mixture.
5) Toss the remaining 340g of chocolate chips
in a medium bowl with the remaining flour,
then add them to the chocolate batter. Pour
into the prepared baking tray. Spoon the
peanut butter over the top of the chocolate
mixture and using a knife, swirl it through.
6) Bake for 20 minutes, then rap the baking
tray against the oven shelf to force the air to
escape from between the tray and the
brownie dough. Bake for about 10 to 15
minutes more or until a cocktail comes out
clean. Do not overbake!
7) Allow to cool thoroughly, refrigerate, and
cut into large squares.

Peanut swirl brownies
By Barefoot Contessa
450g unsalted butter
790g milk chocolate chips
170g unsweetened chocolate
6 extra-large eggs
3 tbsp instant coffee granules
2 tbsp pure vanilla essence
500g caster sugar
190g plain flour
1 tbsp baking powder
1 tsp salt
170g smooth peanut butter

